Riddle 1

Riddle 6

No matter whether you're a girl
Or whether you're a boy
This is a store where you create
Your very own plush toy

This next store's name
It should be easy
They are not young
But are out at sea

Riddle 2

Riddle 7

In this shop you will be able to find
Anything you need for home living
It is also the store that in New York
Plans a big parade for Thanksgiving

An online company has the same name
And they have music that you can stream
But this one is a place inside the mall
That sells lots of items that do gleam

Riddle 3

Riddle 8

The first word is where you lay down at night
The second is where you shower
The third and fourth are said by Buzz Lightyear
When he's the man of the hour

The models of their underwear
Look like they've been on a diet
It has the name of a woman
Who is keeping something quiet

Riddle 4

Riddle 9

If you like your food flame-grilled
This place will have your loyalty
The restaurant's name sounds like
It is patty royalty

To find the next store on the list
This clue should help give you a hunch
It sounds like it is a country
That sells yellow fruit by the bunch

Riddle 5

Riddle 10

The logo of this company
It is one that you should know
It looks just like what you would shoot
With an arrow and a bow

You're doing very well at this
And you might be feeling bold
Next up on this scavenger hunt
Is a subject that's not cold
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Riddle 11

Riddle 16

Keep an eye out as you're walking round
In case this is one you go straight past
They sell electronic devices
That sound like they might go very fast

I hope you like these mall riddles
Especially all of the rhymes
Your next clue has you going to
Somewhere that you might spend ten dimes

Riddle 12

Riddle 17

The name of this next shop
Sounds like you're taking meat
And sealing its juices
By adding some great heat

Despite the name of this mall store
It does not sell a cadaver
Instead it stocks lots of items
You can work into a lather

Riddle 13

Riddle 18

They have a cable channel
That on your TV you can view
In the mall they have gift wrap
And all kinds of different cards too

If a New York baseball team
Gets bored of playing games
They should go and work here
And sell things that have flames

Riddle 14

Riddle 19

This next one is a clothing store
You'll get it if you have brains
It has the name of what you see
If the sun shines when it rains

You've already found food royalty
But he will not be alone
It sounds like his wife is drinking milk
While sitting on a throne

Riddle 15

Riddle 20

If you want some fast food
This is where you go
This old man had a farm
E-I-E-I-O

You're getting through this list so quickly
You're going at a very good clip
The last stop on this tour of the mall
Is where your fingers get a French tip
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